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CASL celebrates Spirit Week
By COURTNEY MORRISION
Staff Writer

Monday,
March
9
was the start of the first
ever CASL Spirit Week.
The week consisted of
multiple events geared toward engaging students,
faculty, and staff in fun activities where they could all
interact with one another.
“The goal of these events
was to engage the entire
CASL community and get
all different types of people
to mingle and create a better sense of togetherness,”
said Associate Dean Gabriella Eschrich, one of the
people behind spirit week.
She said spirit week was
also part of the CASL strategic
planning that has been going
on since August 2014. The college is hoping to attract more
students and improve the experience of existing students.
Kick Off week started
the launch of a scavenger
hunt and logo contest Monday. Forms for the scavenger
hunt were available online
for download. The sheets

had boxes each containing
a clue to somewhere inside
of the CASL building. The
scavenger hunt ended on
Thursday with the winner
receiving a $40.00 gift card.
Anyone in the CASL community was allowed to participate in the logo contest.
Participants were asked to
create a unique logo that did
not include the “block yellow
M.” Submissions were due by
Wednesday, so the spirit week
committee had enough time
to vote on all of the entries.
Tuesday and Wednesday
consisted of “Student thinktanks.” These were stationed
in the CASL atrium from
11:00am-1:00pm. Students
were asked to go to the tables
and share their thoughts on
what they thought could be
improved in CASL and also
what they love about CASL.
While
Thursday
was
the deadline for the scavenger hunt, the fun didn’t
end there. “Game Day” began at 11:00am in Kochoff
Hall C. All sorts of different

games from board to card
games were available to play.
Friday marked the final
day of CASL’s spirit week.
The closing reception took
place in the lobby area of
the third floor in CASL and
ran from 1-3pm. The winners of the logo and poster
contests were announced.
Anne-Marie Yerks was
the winner of the CASL
logo contest. Merchandise
such as mugs, sweat pants,
and t-shirts are going to be
made with the winning logo
so that CASL students and
faculty can have their own
apparel and accessories to
show off their building pride.
The logo must be approved by the dean and
the external relations department before it can become CASL’s official logo.
To see the poster and
logo designs, visit The
Michigan Journal website
www.michiganjoural.org.

Anne-Marie Yerks submitted the winning logo design.

LPA Julie Lambert won for poster design.

President Schlissel says communication,
affordability are priorities

By COURTNEY MORRISION
Staff Writer

On July 1, 2014, Mark
S. Schlissel was appointed

as the new president of the
University of Michigan,
following President Mary
Coleman’s
retirement.
President Schlissel came
to the university with an

sity School of Medicine.
Schlissel credits his past
jobs and experiences with
giving him the skills needed
to be university president.
While he has been a professor at Berkeley, Dean of
their Biological Sciences
Department, and Vice Chair
of their Molecular and Cell
Biology Department, this is
Schlissel’s first time serving as a university president.
In his first few months of
office, he has made several
changes to the university.
One of the changes he is most
proud of is his office hours.
The hours are open to students from any of the three
campuses, and he hopes to
eventually hold some hours
at each of the University’s locations. Students can request
an appointment by visiting
the President’s Office Hours
for Students web page on the
president.umd.umich site.
Photo Courtesy of usatoday.com Office hours are just one
change of several that
impressive list of credenPresident Schlissel hopes
tials. He is a graduate of
to make. One of his main
both Princeton University
long term goals for the UM
and John Hopkins Univeris to continue to promote a

diverse, open, and friendly campus. The President
stressed the importance of
everyone on campus being able to express their
opinions openly. In order to
make that happen, Schlissel
wants to make sure that students are aware of respectful
ways to treat one another as
a college campus always has
many conflicting opinions.
Another goal that President
Schlissel has for the University is to live up to the “highest aspirations of a public
university.” This means
focusing on being apart of
and doing research that will
have a positive impact on
the community, global or
otherwise. One advantage
President Schlissel feels
UM has in this respect is
the large size of the faculty.
With so many faculty members in a variety of subjects,
it is easier to tackle issues
across multiple disciplines.
The President is planning
a trip to China in the summer. He will be visiting several other universities that
could be great partners in re-

search and learning for UM.
One more important goal
President Schlissel has is
to make sure that no matter
what economic background
people are from, they can
afford to come to UM. He
says that making sure every
student gets a world class
education is a top priority.
President Schlissel had
some advice for undergraduates attending UM.
“Being an undergrad is a
very special time,” Schlissel said. “Explore the curriculum to see what you’re
passionate about and do
things that excite you. Get
to know as many different types of people as you
can, because college is a
great time to be broad.”
While President Schlissel has had a wide array of
jobs, he says that his job as
president is “the best job
in the whole world” and
he feels enormously privileged to be able to do it.

“Explore the curriculum to see what you’re passionate about
and do things that excite you.”
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“To achieve the perfect equilibrium of happiness”
--Nick Schultz

-- Mariam Saad

Do you have a non-academic goal
for the semester?
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“To make time to go to the gym.”

“To save some money.”

--Megan Michuta

--Egla Agolli
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Company says nueroscience is key to
best career choices
By SASCHA RAIYN
News Editor

Pymetrics
wants
to
find you a job. Not just
any job. A job that matches who you really are.
“It’s like OKCupid
meets LinkedIn,” said Pymetrics head of user acquisition
Alena Chiang. “Our mission
is we want to find everyone
their best fit career.” Pymetrics uses neuroscience games
to access how your brain
naturally works. The results
from the games are compiled
into a profile that is matched
with careers and industries.
Then Pymetrics lets companies know they have found
someone who could be a
great fit for open positions.
“It’s a really objective way
to determine your strengths
and interests,” said Chiang.
“It’s really good to know
what you bring to the table.”
Pymetrics launched its
online platform in November.
It was founded by two women
who met while getting their
PhDs in neuroscience at MIT.
Chiang said what makes
Pymetrics different from
competitors is that Pymetrics’ games aren’t just “made
up.” “We pulled them from
psychology and neuroscience,” Chiang said. “It
lends us a bit of credibility.”

The goal is to match people with their first jobs. The
company currently focuses
on recruiting undergraduates and MBA students, but

from the University of Michigan system. Recruiting via
Pymetrics is less expensive
than recruiting on campus.
The data matching also saves

the site is open to anyone.
Student ambassadors at major universities across the
country help to build awareness about the company.
Chiang says they work
with lots of companies interested in recruiting students

c o m panies
money
by increasing
the chances that a job candidate
will be a good fit for the job.
Right now Pymetrics

partners with around two
dozen companies in 15 industries. While the jobs and
companies are “a little finance
heavy” right now, Chiang

include more creative fields
like writing and design.
“The reason we do
this is recruiting is a very
messy process,” said Chi-

like someone I would like,
so I’ll just hire her.’ There’s
a lot of inherent bias here.”
“Using objective data
about a job candidate helps
to create more diverse
workplaces,” Chiang said.
“We really help companies find diverse candidates
they wouldn’t be able to find.”
It also provides job-seekers
with insight about their true
strengths, Chiang said. Instead
of working from their beliefs
about what they like and do
well, people are given the
chance to consider careers that
match their cognitive abilities.
Chiang
said
users
can’t guess what’s being tested. “There’s no
way to game the system.”
All signs suggest data-driven recruiting is on the rise.
“This is just a more effective way,” Chiang said. “People are going to move away
from gut feelings to using
data. Data is becoming more
and more a part of how we hire
and train and retain people.”

Photo Courtesy of huffingtonpost.com

“People are going to move away from
gut feelings to using data.”
said they’re working to expand their partnerships. She
also said they hope soon to

ang. “People just naturally
tend to select people similar
to themselves. ‘She seems

The Michigan Journal is beginning to hire for the 2015-2016 school
year! All positions are available.
Email a resume and two writing samples to

umd.mj.editorinchief@gmail.com
or
themichiganj@gmail.com

Interested in covering campus news, such as Student Government meetings, The Union, or other
events at UM-Dearborn?
Email us at
umd.mj.news@gmail.com
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BY ZAC PALMER
Staff Writer

Violence and Ferguson.
Two words that have almost become synonymous
over the past few months.
Following the Department
of Justice report and the resignation of the Ferguson Police Chief, protests resumed
outside the police headquarters last Wednesday night.
Some of the previous protesters were happy that the Chief
of Police was gone, but many
still desired more repercussions in lieu of the discriminatory practices that were
outlined in the Justice report.
As the night drew into
Thursday morning, shots
rang out near police headquarters. Two officers went
down, one shot in the face,
the other in the shoulder. Nobody knew where the shots
came from, but eyewitnesses
say it either came from the
group of protesters, or from

Photo courtesy of cnn.com

a hill, a little over a hundred
yards off. Neither of the officers were Ferguson cops, and
thankfully they are both alive
and are expected to be okay.
This was a reprehensible
and heinous act by whoever
committed these shootings.
A manhunt for the shooter is
underway, and I’m sure the
police won’t rest until justice
is served. It’s unclear who and
what exactly we can blame this
shooting on at the moment.
We are watching history
unfold before our eyes in Ferguson. One day, students will
read about the events that unfolded over these tumultuous
months. The protesters clearly
want more when it comes to
this city, and they are not going to stop until they feel like
they have been given justice.
The protesting is good until it gets out of hand. They
need to be capable of mak-

ing sure there are no violent
side-effects from their mainly
peaceful protesting. Obviously, over the summer protesting was not peaceful, but
nobody was shot. As soon as
something like this happens,
it can ruin what was once a
very positive movement to
curb racial discrimination.
Something needs to happen
to fix Ferguson. It’s a systemic
problem in that city, and there
isn’t much that can be done
to quell everybody’s tempers.
The report released about the
police practices give enough
evidence that big changes
need to come their way. The
Chief of Police was a start, but
I argue that more needs to be
done. In an environment such
as that, there is a general “attitude” that everybody takes
on, and it has led to unfair
and discriminatory practices.
Wholesale changes need to

come to the Ferguson Police
Department, and a countrywide investigation/observation would be helpful too.
Ferguson can’t be the only
city in America with these
kinds of problems, so we need

BY CODY DRAPER
Staff Writer

to find the cities that are struggling and try to fix them too.
It may sound cliché, but
violence is not the response
that Ferguson needs. All it
does is fuel the fire of the
opposing side and turn peo-

ple against the otherwise
peaceful
demonstrations.

Get hype?

Do you know what is surprisingly dangerous, can
completely sour your opinion
of something in the long run,
and could be affecting you at
this very moment? No, I’m
not talking about food poisoning (although that sucks too).
The answer I was looking for
is hype. Too much buildup
for something, just like too
much of any good thing, is
bound to be trouble. I should
have listened to my mother.
I can still remember the
first time I allowed my anticipation of something to
negatively affect my enjoyment of it. The game was
“Super Smash Bros. Brawl,”
which was first announced
in May 2006 and was released in North America in
March 2008. Despite the less
than two year wait from first
learning about its existence
to holding the game in my
hands, the wait was excruciat-

ing. It was around this time I
first began using the Internet,
and the game’s creator had a
website in which he made daily posts revealing information
about the game. This constant
source of information kept me
hooked, and it drove my excitement for the game through
the roof. Naturally, young
Cody was foolishly setting
his expectations impossibly
high. Although I enjoyed
the game, knowing so much
about it ahead of time somewhat ruined the experience.
While everyone is different, and thus everyone is affected by hype in different
ways, I’ve come to learn that
often, I prefer not to know
much about things ahead
of time. For example, if I
am certain that I am going
to play a video game, see a
movie, or read a book, I prefer to know very little about
it before I can experience it

firsthand. I’ve become wary
about spoiling myself too
soon. When the new “Super
Smash Bros.” games came
out last year, I was much
more cautious with my expectations, and thus far they
have not disappointed me.
If you learn anything from
my cautionary tale, always
remember to keep reasonable
expectations. It would be silly to never get excited about
anything, but don’t treat the
upcoming release of a movie
like the Second Coming of
Christ. You will just be setting yourself up for disappointment. Like pretty much
everything in life, a healthy
balance is recommended.
Now if you’ll excuse me, I
have yet to watch my “Avengers: Age of Ultron” trailer for
the day. Less than two months
to go! Not that I’m counting.
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BY ASHLEY PRESTON
Staff Writer

After a long season, including losses to NJIT and Eastern Michigan, the Michigan
Wolverines’ basketball season came to an end on Friday,
March 13 in Chicago during
the Big Ten Tournament. Injuries paired with a young,
learning team were some of
the reasons this team had a
short season. Looking back at
the past couple years with Big
Ten Tournament wins and advancement in the NCAA tournament, this season seemed
lackluster in comparison.
While it’s easy to look at
this year with dismay, I think
a lot of good has come out of
it. First of all, Michigan was
able to contend with many decent teams. They weren’t blow
out every game, but they did
struggle with overtime play.
This young team has a lot
of potential. How many other
teams had so many freshmen
playing in their line-up? Yeah,

The Silver Lining
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i n g . Aubrey Dawkins plays against Wisconsin on Friday. up when it
traordinary.
This team also had injuries left the team looking for lead- was needed. It almost doesn’t After two plane crashes and

the loss of his parents, not
only is he alive but after extensive rehab, he’s still able to
participate in basketball. The
attention and support John
Beilein has given this young
man is incredible. Although
Hatch has only played a
short amount this season, the
cheers from fans when he was
put in gave me goosebumps.
It was a shorter season with
some upsetting losses, but
this team has grown so much
and will continue to grow
in the off season. Beilein is
a fantastic coach, argued to
be the best offensive coach
in college basketball, who
knows how to bring out the
best in his players as well as
have patience in the areas of
development. For now, we
say goodbye to the 2014-2015
Michigan basketball season
and await the next season to
start: Detroit Tigers Baseball!
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BY SAVANNAH RHEINHART
Editor-in-Chief

The theory of evolution
is based around the idea
that only the strongest survive. Those creatures with
the strongest attributes will
outlive the weak and pass
on their genes. Much of this
survival is based on instinct.
If a lion sees a river
and the water isn’t
flowing, they won’t
drink from it. Still
water means bacteria, which
means disease and possible
death. If there are poachers
near their home killing them,
rhinos won’t continue to frequent the same places; they’ll
move onto where it is safe.
If animals are capable of understanding repeat actions of

pain, why does it seem that
humans constantly go back to
what hurts them?
Maybe it’s because as humans, all of our decisions
come down to emotions. We
want to spend our time doing
what gives us happiness with

work for people that show no
respect. The same reason you
take back the lover who lied.
Why you forgive the brother
who stole from you. At the
end of the day, we all want
to believe that people are inherently good. Someone you

Not only do we want to
hope for the good in people
because we don’t want to get
hurt, but because it hurts our
egos. Why would this person
hurt me? Thoughts of selfdoubt and questions of inner
acceptance begin floating in

yourself for the selfish and
cruel choices of another. As
college students, this is the
time in our life where we
make decisions about our careers, where we want to live,
and the kind of people we
want to be. It should also be

They saying goes “Fool
me once, shame on you. Fool
me twice, shame on me.” It
really applies to the people
in our lives. We want to hope
that people are good, but
sometimes they just aren’t.
Kevin Federline is all the evidence I need of that. As much
as we want those to hurt us to
change and realize their mistakes, it just doesn’t always
work like that. Eventually,
we have to decide if the life
we want to lead will include
those hurtful people or if we
want to evolve and move
on. If you continue to go to
the same Taco Bell every
night and they’re always out
of Cinnamon Twists, you’d

“Because we all hope that the people we let into our lives are truly good...”
people who do the same. So,
in the same thought, wouldn’t
we stay away from things
and people that cause us
pain and heartache? The obvious answer would be yes,
but we don’t work that way.
It’s the reason that we go
to the same job every day and

respect or care or even love
causes you pain and while you
may feel angry and hurt, it’s
always a betrayal. Because
we all hope that the people
we let into our lives are truly
good and perhaps just made a
mistake, not that they are, fundamentally, selfish and bad.

your brain. Maybe this person is good and it’s me who
made them act badly. It’s not.
Whether you are 18, 38,
or 88, you are responsible
for the choices you make. At
the end of the day, you cannot blame anyone else. And
in turn, you shouldn’t blame

the time to choose who we
let into our worlds. Sometimes, it can be scary to cut
out those people who hurt
you because being alone is
seen as a bad thing. But isn’t
it worse to be surrounded by
those who cause you pain
and to question who you are?

A never-ending story
BY CODY DRAPER
Staff Writer

Have you ever had someone tell you about this great
new show they’re watching
and try to convince you to
give it a chance? Of course
you have, it’s 2015 and
you’re probably a college
student. It happens to me all
the time, where a friend of
mine will recommend me a
new show or game they just
got into. If I have any actual
interest in it, but I’m not going to check it out anytime
soon, I’ll give them my standard response: it’s on my list.
I say it enough that it could
probably be considered my
catchphrase, but it is true.
Although my proverbial list
doesn’t exist outside of my
head, it is most certainly real.
As I said, I don’t actually

have my list of things I’d like
to experience written out. If
I did, it would be extremely overwhelming. You’d
have an easier time reading
through your average terms
and conditions contract. For
starters, said list would be
broken down into countless
smaller, yet still substantial
subsections. Some of those
might include books I’d like
to read, shows and movies I’d
like to watch, video games
I’d like to play, and so on.
Each of those would contain
the stacks of books I’ve yet
to read, the numerous classic movies and excellent TV
shows I have not seen, and
don’t even get me started on
my video game backlog. That
was bad before I got Steam.

The worst part is that my list
is just my hobbies; it doesn’t
take into account my other
necessary obligations, such
as school and work, which
limit my free time further.
My personal list is a constant reminder about the
best and worst part about the
world today: there’s just too
much to do! Part of it is my
natural indecisiveness (maybe, I don’t know), but the
main culprit is the virtually
endless opportunities you
have to entertain yourself. I
don’t even have a smartphone
and I’m drowning in things
to do. For every task I cross
off my list, two more take
its place. It is a futile effort.
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You wanna be on top?
Then apply to be an editor on the
Michigan Journal for the 2015-2016
year!

The “nice guy” trope
BY KEVIN CARNEY
Guest Writer

Allow me to preface this
with the following: This
is my own personal opinion; you may or may not
agree with it. With that out
of the way, let’s proceed.
Bertrand Russell once
stated “Never let yourself be
diverted by what you wish
to believe, but look only and
surely at what are the facts.”
I think many men are familiar with the notion of the
“Nice Guy.” The man who,
despite his gentle nature, has
his affections towards the
woman of his interest spurned
in favor of another, nine out
of 10 times this other is, for
want of a better word, a jerk,
a subpar man compared to the
man’s own perceptions of his

worth. I used to subscribe to
this notion. As someone who
believed in karma, it made
those nights and weekends
spent alone still sour, but
slightly less so. But events
in the last couple of years
have kind of helped me come
to realize that this idea of
the “Nice Guy” is, simply
that, an idea not a reality.
Were a man to apply this
label to himself, it should
apply in all his interactions with all the women
within a close range of his
age and social circle whom
are otherwise unattached.
But I believe that were a
man to honestly consider his
actions towards other women,
who are not that one woman

they are pursuing, he might
come to realize that perhaps
in some stories he is, in fact,
the jerk not the “nice guy.”
Were that man to remove
the blinders which keep him
focused on that one woman,
he might find a number of
women hoping that he might
finally notice them and as
such end his loneliness.
If, however, that man
can honestly say that every woman he has in his life
spurns his advances, then
my feelings go out to you,
because that is a really unfortunate hand to be dealt
by life, feel free to carry on.

All positions are open and applications will be
accepted beginning in April.
Send your resume and two writing samples to
themichiganj@gmail.com
or
umd.mj.editorinchief@gmail.com
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Arts & Entertainment
Walking on Moonbeams

BY JENNA WOS
Staff Writer

In Ireland, a bartender serves me a glass of pinot grigio,
and I place a dollar in the tip jar, making conversation with
him. I notice the dingy mirrors in wooden frames hanging
on the walls and the checkered red and beige tile floor. On
either side of the bar, there is a set of dark wooden doors
with yellow stained-glass windows. On opposite sides of
the room, set up next to chairs, there are acoustic guitars,
violins, a banjo, mandolin, ukulele, accordion, cello, cajon,
and harmonica. The players step out of the crowd, grab their
instruments, and begin to perform Irish folk songs. They jig
around as the bar-goers clap along.
Does it sound like I’m standing in a traditional Irish pub?
I am, except I’m not. Really, I’m on stage at the Fisher Theatre in Detroit.
“Once,” a Tony and Grammy Award-winning musical, has
a simple set that doubles as a bar before the show and during
intermission, allowing audience members a closer look at
the pieces that create the minimalist play. As they purchase
their drinks then find their seats, the 12-piece orchestra –
whose musicians step in as characters – takes the stage.
Set in Dublin, “Once” tells the story of unnamed Guy meets
unnamed Girl. Guy, a broken-hearted vacuum-fixer and musician who has lost inspiration, is at the pub to perform one last
time. He plays his guitar and sings “Leave,” a distressing song
dedicated to his heart-breaker who has moved away.
Enter Girl, a Czech who hears Guy’s song. Coincidentally,
her Hoover is broken and she plays piano, so they make a deal
– if he fixes her vacuum, she will help him with his music.
For the first time together, Guy and Girl sing “Falling Slowly.” With the lyrics “I don’t know you – but I want you – all the
BY MIRANDA KARANFILI
Staff Writer

Most noted for his feature on Rihanna’s single “Stay,”
Mikky Ekko returns with his debut album “Time.” An infusion of pop-indie sound with a soulful voice layered over heart
wrenching lyrics on love, heartbreak and sex. Mikky Ekko’s
album blazes showcasing the 30-year-old Louisiana born singer’s vocals.
Ekko has written for many artists, but it is this album that
really showcases his own voice for more than just a few lines
like we heard on “Stay.” He is on the rise, and with an album
like this, it has potential to climb the charts.
The album clocks in under an hour, with fourteen tracks.
However, the album isn’t an instant hit right off its first listen.
The music is mellow with guitars and an almost new wave
sound; it’s an album that you could picture playing inside a
coffee shop.
Ekko’s voice is a hybrid of Ryan Tedder’s from One Republic and Abel Yasfel (known as The Weeknd). His soothing
BY COLLIN WARD
Staff Writer

homes start building – and tear your curtains down – for sunlight is like gold” and “I’m walking on moonbeams – and
staring out to sea” are inspirational when Guy sings them
and also reveal that he has fallen in love with Girl.
Later, we learn that Girl, too, is in love with Guy. She
says “I love you,” only she does so in Czech, so he doesn’t
understand. Because of their intricate pasts, they are never
able to confess their love for each other, leaving the audience
feeling empty and dissatisfied.
The last two songs in the show are reprises of “Gold” and
“Falling Slowly,” which carry contrasting meanings to the
ones they had formerly. This time, “Gold” is performed acapella by all the cast members. Sung quietly and at a slower
tempo, you can hear them breathe in unison, giving the song
a somber tone – the complete opposite of its intention before.
Finally, Guy and Girl sing “Falling Slowly.” More members of the orchestra play their instruments and sing, building the song as Guy and Girl play for the last time together.
Photo courtesy of detroit.cbslocal.com This time, the lyrics “when you have suffered enough – and
warred with yourself – it’s time that you’ve won” and “words
more for that” and “falling slowly – eyes that know me – and I
fall
through me – and always fool me – and I can’t react” are
can’t go back,” the song is expressive of the beginning of their
more relevant to the close of their relationship. The song ends
relationship.
Throughout the play, we get a taste of Irish and Czech cul- in long, drawn-out notes – a chilling dissonance falling over
ture and learn of their complicated histories that carry into the the theatre.
“Once” takes the audience on a complex journey through
present: Guy’s relationships with his father and ex-girlfriend,
a
simple
performance. Though the lyrics are few, they are poand Girl’s relationships with her mother, daughter, and husetic.
When
coupled with the emotion-evoking music that rangband. Despite these obstacles, they work together to create an
es
from
uplifting
to haunting, the songs carry much meaning
album, inevitably developing feelings for each other.
In “Gold,” the lyrics “if a door be closed – then a row of in this equally comical, inspiring, and heart-wrenching play.g
play.

Mikky Ekko

mellow voice and falsettos, give the album its dream-like feel.
The album starts off with “Watch Me Rise” a song with
strong lyrics, talk about rising above a challenge he is facing
in the song. Although the lyrics are noted, it is definitely one
of the more weaker tracks on the album. It doesn’t really do a
good job presenting the album and what to expect on it.
The next track “Smile” is an optimistic love song, with the
single acoustic guitar playing and Ekko’s voice, sweet and inviting, really brings the album to life. It is a love song without
a doubt, of donning a smile with your loved one, because the
future is unpredictable and because you don’t know what life
will throw at you next.
“Love You Crazy” and “U” are love ballads. His sizzling
falsetto in the choruses of the song leave you wanting more.
“U” is a song about friends turning to lovers that almost anyone can relate to. Where do you go from there? What comes
next? “Love You Crazy” is the song of when you first meet

someone and the magic is almost instantaneous. It is crazy and
his lyrics showcase that.
Tracks like “Burning Doves,” “Pressure Pills,” and “Comatose” are all the more heartbreaking songs. More of the heavily
laced lyrics in those messy break ups. “Burning Doves” talks
about something we all know, the time when the relationship
is starting to fall apart, and you are trying to save it, but it is
hopeless. Ekko’s vocals strike that sad chord where you find
yourself almost to tears in the last few tracks of the album.
Ekko’s album isn’t an album you listen to and love instantly.
It is one you sit with and really allow it to grow with you. It is
one that you could come back to after having taken some time
away from it.
“Time” is available everywhere to buy and also avaliable to
purchase on iTunes.

The Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt and Tina Fey

Females are as strong as hell!
Writer/co-creator Tina Fey has
delivered another deeply funny and
irreverent comedy in “Unbreakable
Kimmy Schmidt,” which is now
streaming in full on Netflix.
Fey co-created the show with her
“30 Rock” writing partner Robert
Carlock, and anyone who was a fan
of the former NBC show will immediately gravitate to the humor
and light nuances found in Kimmy
Schmidt.
Kimmy, who is played with full
on commitment by “The Office”
alum Ellie Kemper, a 29 year old
living in a doomsday bunker unwillingly with three other members
of an apocalypse cult. For 15 years
the cult leader, Richard Wayne
Gary Wayne, has told his captives
that the world has been burned and
they are the only living survivors.
The captive women are celebrating
Christmas when their bunker door is
blown open by the FBI, and they are
escorted out of the bunker to see that
everything is still here, only not as
they remembered it.
The “Mole Women” travel to

New York City
to be interviewed
about their lives in
the bunker. As the
interviews
come
to an end, all the
women are about
to return home to
their lives, except
Kimmy. She is in
New York City. She
is going to make a
new life for herself. Armed with
her purple JanSport backpack and positive attitude,
Kimmy takes on New York City and
the world she has missed out on for
the last 15 years.
This show would not work if it
wasn’t for Kemper’s 100 percent
commitment to the character, and
she nails it. Her smile fills up the
whole screen, and her obliviousness and wonder towards the modern world can all be read with every
single facial expression she gives us.
Fey specifically wrote the part for
Kemper and has done a fantastic job
creating characters to surround and

BY JENNA WOS
Staff Writer

Opened in 1975 by Dublin-native and retired Detroit police officer John Brady, Old
Shillelagh is Downtown Detroit’s Irish Pub.
Located just down the street from Greektown, the space includes two floors and a patio
on the roof, which is heated in the winter and

The show, which
was passed on by
NBC for being,
“Too weird” for
network TV lands
perfectly on Netflix, with a catchy as
hell theme song and
episodes stock full
of colorful guest
stars
including,
Martin Short, Jon
Hamm, Tim Blake
Nelson, Dean NorPhoto courtesy of variety.com ris, Horatio Sanz,
play off her. Kimmy’s roommate, a
Amy Sedaris, Nick Kroll, and Fey
down on his luck Barbie collecting
herself.
Broadway hopeful, Titus AndromWith a running time of about 24
edon, played by Tituss Burgess who
minutes per episode and 13 episodes
nails the over the top theatrics of his
this season, accidentally watching
character. Carol Kane plays their bi“Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt” in
zarre landlord, with all the craze and
full in one weekend can be easily
humor you would expect from Kane.
done (much like this writer here).
However it is, Jane Krakowski who
Where Kimmy Schmidt will go
steals scene after scene as Kimmy’s
from here is half of the excitement.
employer and trophy wife JacqueThe first season was written to air
line Voorhees. “30 Rock” watchers
on network television so time conwill no doubt pick up on the simistraints and uses of profanity were
larities between Krakowski’s Jenna
all a factor this season.
Season
and her character here, and they are
two has already been announced by
more than welcome.

Netflix, and the question of whether
or not Fey and Carlock will crank
the weirdness up another level and
extend the running time have yet to
be answered. The direction of this
show is so very promising.
At its heart “Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt” is about overcoming your
fears, love and acceptance, and being yourself no matter how weird or
different you may be.
There is a beautiful line of dialogue in the first episode where
Kimmy says to Titus, “The worst
thing that has ever happened to me,
happened in my front yard. Life
beats you up. You can either curl up
in a ball and die or you can stand up,
and say ‘We’re different and you
can’t break us’.”
When Fey was a young kid, a
man came up to her while she was in
her front yard and slit her face with
a knife for no reason. Like Kimmy,
Fey could have curled up in a ball
and hid herself and her scar, but
thankfully for us she hasn’t and has
delivered one of the best comedies
in the past decade.
Females are as strong as hell!

The Old Shillelagh
open during the summer. With a bar on each
floor, Old Shillelagh offers Irish beer, including Guiness, Harp, Smithwick’s, and Killian’s
Irish Red, and Michigan-made beer from
Atwater Brewery in Detroit and Millking It
Production in Royal Oak, in addition to other
beers on tap and in bottles.
On Fridays and Saturdays, you can
catch either DJ Robby Rob or DJ Ryan E
playing today’s hits and yesterday’s favorites on the first level dance floor. Upstairs,
Black Mist, a local band that has been
performing at Old Shillelagh for about
20 years, plays traditional Irish music and
takes requests.
Because it is in the middle of the
downtown action, Old Shillelagh offers
free rides in their Kelly green shuttle bus
to major events at Ford Field, Comerica

Park, Joe Louis Arena, and Cobo Center.
For St. Patrick’s Day, the pub will have a
weekend-long celebration.
On Saturday, or St. Practice Day, the operation will be in full swing. Tents will be
set up in the parking lot, with multiple bars
offering beer and spirits, food, merchandise,
and entertainment including Black Mist,
Stone Clover, and DJs.
On Sunday, the 57th annual Detroit St. Patrick’s Parade will start at noon on 6th Street
and process west along Michigan Avenue.
“Monday,” says bartender Jason Livingston, “is the day of rest and the day to wear
any color except green.”
On Tuesday, the pub and parking lot will
open at 7 a.m.
“We turn into a small city,” says Livingston.

Photo courtesy of Jenna Wos/MJ

The corner of Monroe and Brush will be a
sea of green on St. Patrick’s Day, with people
celebrating Irish heritage, whether they are
part leprechaun or not.
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5 of Detroit’s Best For Burgers

BY FARHEEN SYED
Staff Writer

I think everyone can agree burgers are consistently in the top five foods to eat for a person. Now that summer’s right around the corner, I think they’ll become even more popular,
because it is, after all, the food for picnics and
people who like to grill. However, for the person that likes to eat a burger at a restaurant
rather than making their own, Metro Detroit
has some pretty great burger joints.
The first is Red Coat Tavern. There are two
locations, West Bloomfield and Royal Oak.
Both are pretty great, but the original in Royal
Oak is slightly better. The best thing about
these burgers is the fact that you can decide
exactly what you want on these burgers. If
you’re not in the mood for a burger, Red Coat

offers many other awesome food choices. It’s
definitely a must try!
So if you like hamburgers, but don’t like
the complicated burgers that can’t fit into your
mouth, Dearborn’s Miller’s Bar is the place to
go. Their burgers are known all over the country. This cash only bar provides a simple, yet
amazing meal. Add it to your list and be prepared to get more than one burger!
Now for those people who are willing to
take a hike, Krazy Jim’s Blimpy Burger in Ann
Arbor is a must try. This iconic burger joint
of University of Michigan closed down about
a year ago, the building being purchased for
student housing. However, it has since been
relocated due to the high demand and love

residents hold for this burger joint. They have
a variety of burgers and all are equally good.
For those people who are looking for something different, and not just a traditional burger
with toppings, Jay’s Stuffed Burgers in Plymouth is the place for you. This burger joint
opened in 2012 and has some interesting options! From the classic mushroom and Swiss
burger to a mac and cheese stuffed burger, this
place is definitely one to turn to on an empty
stomach!
Now last but not least is Mercury Burger.
This small vintage diner-style restaurant is
located in Corktown. When I tried this place
I was not disappointed; the burgers here are
awesome! The restaurant itself is a whole in

the wall, and like Red Coat, it offers some other options, but the burgers here are the best!
When the weather is warm, they even have
outdoor seating. I’ve never been disappointed.
Burgers are a classic food that everyone
likes, and the best thing about them is that you
can personalize them however you like. From
the way it’s cooked all the way to the toppings
you add. These in particular are my top five
for the consistency, quality, taste, and even
uniqueness. Metro Detroit has so many different hidden gems, I’m sure there’s some other
awesome options I’ve missed, but if you’re
willing to venture out to find amazing food, try
venturing out to try these first. They’re definitely worth it!

PARTYNEXTDOOR: Sauga City Kid

BY DESIREE HOY
Staff Writer

One of the newest Canadian artists on the scene is Jahron Braithwaite, better known by his stage
name PARTYNEXTDOOR. He
goes by many names including Party, Fiesta, and my personal favorite
Sauga City Kid. Sauga City is the
name used by this artist to speak on
Mississauga, Ontario, which is a city
just west of Toronto.
His first EP self-titled PARTYNEXTDOOR received great
reviews and did pretty well on the
billboards considering that it was
initially released as a free mixtape.
His first studio album titled PARTNEXTDOOR TWO was released in
July of 2014 and received moderate reviews. His music is in its own

BY MONICA SABELLA
A&E Editor

genre, because it is electronically infused R&B. He brings an undeniable
honesty to the party mix and a Sauga
City perspective that people seem to
appreciate. Party’s highly-anticipated second studio album is scheduled
to release by summer 2015.
He is signed to October’s Very
Own record label along with other
up-and-coming artists such as P.
Reign, ILOVEMAKONNEN, The
Weeknd, and of course Drake. He
has gained a fast growing American
fan base due to his affiliation with
this label and its artists. He produced and sang background vocals
on Drake’s last album “Nothing Was
the Same” and also Drake’s latest
smash release “If You’re Reading

This It’s too Late.” Since his signing Party has become a major asset
to the label producing and writing
not only his own music, but a great
number of his label mates as well.
What I find fascinating about
the artists on the OVO (October’s
Very Own) label is that they manage
to make themselves an individual
brand. What I mean is each artist
has created their own style, clothing
brand, and fan base. Although, many
of them share fans due to them all
being western Toronto natives, Party’s personal brand is PARTYOMO
which means “On My Own,” and his
clothing brand is called Ferina.
In an effort to make his clothing
brand a success, Party has named a

song after Ferina, calling it
“Ferina Forever.” His label
mates have done the same, this includes the label itself with the grand
opening of the OVO clothing store
in Toronto this past fall. This label’s
success at individually branding
each artist is a small sign of a take-
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over if you ask me. Party is now on
his world tour “PND Live” which
includes a stop in Detroit, MI. Tickets are still available for his concert
at Saint Andrew’s Hall on March 8,
2015 at 8:00p.m.

“Ordinary People by Extraordinary Artists”

On hearing that Degas paintings were returning to the DIA, I had a general idea of
what the exhibit would be like. I assumed
there’d be a few pieces by other painters from
the Impressionistic period, like Monet and
Renoir; however I was sure Degas would take
center stage. The exhibit would stretch for at
least three rooms, paintings of ballerinas lining the walls with the renowned statue of the
Little Dancer sitting atop a pedestal in the center of the room, lights shining gently down on
her. Well, the exhibit was not exactly what I
had imagined; I think it was better in a number
of ways.
The display room sat off to the side, large
glass doors shielding the art from the outer
hallways, which rang with the boisterous chatter of elementary school children out on a day
trip with their teachers. I pulled open the heavy
doors and entered the room, the sounds from
the hall disappearing as the door slid shut.
I glanced about the room and noticed small
plaques dotting the walls. Some described the
methods used to create the artwork while oth-

BY STEVE ROBENAULT
Staff Writer

As David was getting dressed he reflected
on how football players were fortunate to have
highly regimented schedules. Everything from
what they say to the media to what they eat
for lunch is controlled in one way or another
by their employer. To David that made total
sense. From the standpoint of the team, there
is a large amount of money invested into these
men and only a fool wouldn’t want as much
control as possible over the return on his investment.
“But on the other hand,” he thought, “that
assurance of structure comes at a price.” During a match, or game, or whatever it’s called,
at any given moment a guy’s legs could be
shot out from under him like a surface-to-air
missile. That made David shudder. He would
rather keep both his legs.
On important days like today, David liked
to prepare his mind by focusing on everything
except his music. Anything from the coffee
stain on his rug to an insect on the window
sill was subject to speculation and scrutiny. If
by chance, David were to consider, say, the G
string on his violin or the second movement
of the concerto he is supposed to play that
night, his stomach would begin to dry heave,
sending him running for the nearest bathroom.
David had what they call an anxiety disorder.
He was supposed to take medication for it but
those also gave him the dry heaves, so he quit
taking those.
His anxiety over performing was so great
in fact, he would hide his violin under his bed
the night before so he wouldn’t have to see it

ers offered insight to the significance of a picture or portrait. Beside the door, a paper with
definitions of technical art terms was available
for students and those to whom these expressions would be unfamiliar. In addition, videos
demonstrating techniques like etching and the
art of creating a lithograph were provided as
well.
I began to walk about, admiring the pictures
decorating the walls around me and presently
I found myself transported back to France to
late in the 1900th century. One second, I was
astride a horse, following a hunt, the sounds of
a bugle blaring and the team of hounds mixing
together into a glorious din and excitement. I
moved on to a calmer scene, a mother sitting
with her child, the sun filtering through loose
drapery onto an embroidered couch. Next I’d
found myself a part of the Parisian night life,
sketches of dancers and boldly colored advertisements were all around me.
What I loved most, though, were the portraits. I have always loved Impressionism and
hold a particular respect for portraits done dur-

ing this time. I have always felt it is here that
we, as viewers, are able to truly see people as
they were, with feelings and personalities, a
quality which I find to be somewhat lacking
in other periods. Impressionism is particularly
adept in doing this and one of the plaques in
the exhibit touched on this, mentioning that
this style was almost a means for an artist’s
survival at that time.
During the late 1800’s, the camera and photography was well under way and growing in
popularity. A realistic image was just as easily attained from a camera at, most likely, a
cheaper rate. Why pay a professional artist to
come and sit for hours? The demand for artists was lessening. Impressionism in therefore,
dared to think outside the box. Artists, like
Manet, Renoir, and Degas among numerous
others, attempted to leave off with realism and
paint beyond the figure, to show the model’s
emotions and create a deeper message.
Instead of concentrating on the talents of one
painter, this exhibit showed what all the artists
of the Impressionistic period were attempting

to convey. They challenged conventionalists
with pieces that were said to look “unfinished”
and with models which were everyday people,
rather than the lords and ladies populating so
many other paintings up to that point. What
Degas and the others were attempting to show
was the beauty of ordinary life. Where some
artists painted women according to the Greek
concept of beauty, Degas chose dancer’s tying their shoes and Renoir drew mothers bathing their children. They used strong and wild
strokes to depict movement and to display a
more casual “candid camera” sort of feel to
their artwork.
It’s true; I didn’t find exactly what I expected walking into the DIA that morning. Instead
I discovered artists I had never known before
and learned more about a period I have loved
for years. It was a special experience, to say
the least. If you’d like to visit this exhibit, it is
called “Ordinary People by Extraordinary Artists” and will be open until March 29, and it is
free with admission.

wBroken D Stringw
A Short Story

This particular cab ride was especially anwhen he woke up. Only after dressing and eating his favorite breakfast (coffee with a bowl noying for him. David couldn’t help but smell
of macaroni and cheese) could he go back the driver’s nasty cologne. Not only was it
into his room, reach down under the bed and wretchedly strong, it triggered a faint memory
remove his instrument. For whatever reason, in David’s mind. Someone he used to know
the combination of swirly pasta, gooey cheese wore that horrible fragrance. “Who was it?”
he contemplated.
and caffeine was one
Suddenly the radio
of the few things that
jogged his memory.
did not give David the
The cab driver was
dry heaves.
listening to a sports
David didn’t own a
talk station. One idiot
car so walking was his
main mode of transwas discussing the
faults of the city’s
portation.
quarterback while the
“Another
reason
other idiot was dewhy I’d prefer to have
fending him.
both legs,” he re“It was Josh Mcmarked. But the conGuffey!”
David
cert hall is on the other
blurted out.
side of town so David
“Huh?” the cab
walked to the street
driver asked.
corner and hailed a
David quickly recab.
covered.
“Nothing”
A canary yellow
Photo courtesy of flicker.com
he muttered. Then he
vehicle slid to a stop near him and creaked
into park. Staying in his seat, the driver asked closed the dividing window with a flourish.
Josh McGuffey was the star player on
if David wanted any help with his luggage.
Even if David agreed he probably would have David’s high school football team. Josh Mconly popped the trunk. Instead, David chose to Guffey also had the same putrid stench as the
cab driver, probably to overcompensate for his
keep has case with him in the back seat.
David didn’t like cabs too much. But he natural odor of sweat and Gatorade. Once, Daabsolutely hated busses. At least in a cab he vid pointed this out to Josh, which promptly
could be ignored. Sharing space with 20 or resulted in a broken finger for David. He had to
so strangers disgusted him. David is not what miss his next concert. The next football game
they call, a “people person.”
Josh scored two touchdowns. Ever since then,

David was careful to keep his left hand as far
away from potential attackers as possible.
The cab driver interrupted David’s thoughts.
“We here” he stated flatly. David reached for
his wallet with his right hand and pulled out a
few bills. He hurriedly thanked the driver and
opened the door to get out.
David rushed towards the entrance of his
hall. He was so focused on Josh McGuffey
he didn’t see the cyclist who had just come
around the corner. David looked up just in
time to see a pair of yellow tinted sunglasses
flying straight toward him.
In a situation like this, most people’s reaction would be to either jump out of the way
or protect themselves with the largest object
available. Unfortunately, David chose neither.
Lacking the reflexes necessary to remove himself from the bike’s path and instead of shielding himself behind the oblong mass in his left
hand, David haphazardly placed his fist in direct line with the bikes crossbar. When impact
was made, the bones inside David’s left hand
instantly shattered. His violin dropped to the
ground with a loud thud.
“DAMMIT!” he swore loudly, gingerly
clutching his injured hand. “Someone call a
doctor!” he pleaded “And stop that cyclist!”
A few people started to gather around David, curious to see what happened. A block
away, Josh McGuffey looked back at the commotion he caused.
“Was it just me or did that guy smell
funny?”he wondered.
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Career Services holds workshop to prepare for students’
future and make a lasting impression

Photos courtesy of Whitney Amann.
By Whitney Amann
Guest Writer

Career Services held an informative workshop
on March 12 in the University Center to help prepare students attending the upcoming Career Fair.
Sylvia Saldana and Angelina Lopez presented students
with helpful tips on how to be prepared for the fair. What are the
three best ways to feel confident going into a career fair? Know
what to expect. Make a lasting impression. And be prepared.
Steven Miller, a University of Michigan – Dearborn senior from Detroit, stated that although he was at
the workshop for extra credit for his career planning class,
he found it very helpful. He said, “many people walk

into the career fairs nervous, and this really helps because I am at that point where I am looking for a career.”
Lopez said the three most important items to remember when it is your turn to meet the employer are
your introduction, applied experience and if there is
time, the research you have done about the company.
There will be between 70 to 80 employers at the fair, including
Ford, GM, and Chrysler. The lines for the larger and well-known
companies will be long throughout the entire event. However,
Saldana, Career ambassador for Career Services, said “it may
be in your best interest to do your research for the companies
you have never heard of, so you are at the front of their line.”
Saldana said the most important part of going to a career fair

is to make a good first impression. “Although I am very confident in public speaking, I still get tongue tied sometimes so it
is good to have all of your information ready,” stated Saldana.
It is important to remember that the employers pay
a fee to have a place at the fair, which means they
come with a purpose…to hire UM– Dearborn students!
With a short 20 minute presentation and resume critique, students are left feeling ready to conquer the
Spring Career Fair on Thursday, March 26 from
11:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. at Fairlane Center-North.
For
more information on how to prepare yourself for your future, be sure to visit Career Services and find out all that they have to offer.

Author Bethany Neal gives advice to students about
publishing a young adult novel
By John Fennessey
Guest Writer

considers a YA novel has to have: a teen protagonist, an adolescent-centric plot that explores relevant interests and themes,
tight pacing (generally speaking), and maybe a love triangle.
The story also needs to have a good tone, being able
to understand the character’s mind, being able to relate
to the character, and an event striking the protagonist.
“Reading
helps
teenagers
explore the scary parts of life,” Bethany said.
She also added that stories have to “not write down
to readers, but up to them.”
Stories also shouldn’t
use shock value,” “reactions are more important than actions,” and “YA goes there but not there.”
As for on getting a novel published, Neal said, “Never
send anything out that isn’t as perfect as it can be,” “important you can find someone you have a connection with” when
finding an agent, and “if an agent asks you to pay them, run!”
Neal is very supportive of those who want to write.
She gave an important piece of advice to aspiring writers. “No matter what, you’ve got to keep going.”
To learn more about Bethany Neal, go to http://www.bethanyneal.com.

On Monday, March 10, Bethany Neal, the author of the critically acclaimed novel “My Last Kiss,”
came to the College of Arts, Sciences, and Letters (or
CASL) to tell students what a young adult (YA) novel is.
Neal attended Bowling Green State University. Like many
college students, she wondered what she wanted to do in life.
“I had no idea what I wanted to do, as long
as it’s creative and there’s no math,” Neal said.
After earning her bachelor degree in interior design, she
became a license designer for a few years, but it didn’t quite
work for her, and there was more math than she thought.
She then opened a photography business and suddenly had a lot more free time. With all this free time
she did something for the first time:
read for fun.
Reading books gave her the desire to write her
own book; one with a high school and “dark stuff.”
After her first proposed novel, whose title Neal will
not disclose, was not published she wrote “My Last
Kiss,” which as previously mentioned, was a success.
At CASL, Bethany used a PowerPoint to show what she

Photo courtesy of John Fennessey.
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Students for Islamic Awareness hosts event titled
“Faith and Feminism”

Photo courtesy of Students for Islamic Awareness.
By Muna Ismail
Guest Writer

The organization of Students for Islamic
Awareness held a panel event on March 11,
2015 called “Faith and Feminism” to discuss and give insight on the issue concerning
women in Islam and the relationships between
Islam and feminist theories. The panelists included active members of the community in
terms of spreading a positive message of Islam. The speakers were: Sayed Saleh Qazwini, Brother Ali Najaf, Sister Fatmeh Reda, Sister Noha Beydoun, and Sister Sarah Elhelou.
The MC for the program was none other than Ghadeer Alaradi, who is an eboard
member of the SIA organization. She began the program by introducing the organization and it’s goals, as well as presenting the topic that will be discussed.
“SIA endorses peace, unity, and cooperation
between Muslims and non-Muslims, while ensuring the proper representation of the views
and ideals of the Quran and the traditions of
the prophet and his household. SIA also aims
to dispel any myths, misconceptions, and
misunderstandings concerning Islam
and any of its tenants,” said Alaradi.
The program started with a beautiful
recitation of the Quran by a community member Younis Makki followed
by a translation of the recitation by
SIA eboard member, Manal Makki.
Fatima Najdi, a SIA member, gave a passionate performance of a poem that speaks
to the audience of the struggles that veiled
girls face while clearing up all the misconception that the media has on veiled
women. She highlighted the fact that they
are not oppressed but on the contrary.
“It does not matter how many times we
scream to them, we are not oppressed, they take
what they wish. Should we let them? Should
we speak against them? No, but let us succeed
in everything we do, because no one denies a
successful being. I will not take off my veil
to please a mistaken majority,” said the poet.
The event moved along in a form of a
Q&A where Alaradi supplied the questions.
“Why is the interpretation of the
Quran been done primarily by men?”
Qazwini opened up the discussion and said,
“When it comes to the interpretation of the
Quran, no one is allowed to give their personal
opinion regarding the verses of the Quran. It
must be interpreted by a few people who are
chosen by Allah, which are able to interpret
by the Quran, whether it is a man or a woman.
The ones that happen to interpret the Quran are
scholars who happen to be men, it doesn’t mean
that they are giving their personal opinion.”
Najaf further elaborated on the question by
saying, “the question should be: why don’t we
see more women as part of the interpretive
process, a great example comes to mind is the
sister of the famous Iraqi scholar Sayed Mu-

hammad Baqir Alsadr. His sister, Bint alhuda,
was very strong in the process of interpretation of text. This is definitely an open field for
women to be a part of the interpretive process.”
“In Islam does the veil oppress
women, does it limit their freedom?”
Beydoun responded, “The obvious answer
is no, why should a piece of cloth that embody
faith, piety, respect, limit women? But why
don’t we question the sources that are producing this kind of a discourse. The ones that
create a binary by saying the Muslim woman
who is veiled is oppressed but the liberated
American Muslim woman who doesn’t veil is
free, and that comes from imperialism, which
is an on-going social project. Can we say that
a woman in popular culture is not oppressed
when her body is exploited? This is a rhetorical
question, because of course she’s oppressed
when she’s exploited. The direct linkage between the veil and oppression is important,
and I think we need to reorient these questions
in order to get a better understanding, in way
that doesn’t link the two but discusses wom-

some light on the hijab and how liberating it
is, and that people will get to know me based
on my intellects and not my looks,” she said.
“In Islam, why are there different regulations for men and women?”
Ali Najaf’s response was: “There are not
many different regulations, the only one I
can think of is why women pray in the back
and men in the front. Typically the justification is that when men and women are praying, for the same reason Islam highlights
the hijab for women, if a woman is leading
prayer, and she is prostrating, and the men are
praying behind her. That might be distracting
to some men and they might not be comfortable with that. So it’s asked that women pray
in the back and men in the front. But this really has to do with the distinction between
cultures. Prayer is done differently within different cultures, and somewhere in California,
women are leading prayers. In certain Islamic
centers, women sit side by side with men. In
some conservative cultures women are in a
different building. Culture plays an aspect, not

male companion of the prophet. There are
many narrations that confirm this. A man and
a woman, who were Khadija, his wife, and
Ali Ibn Abi Talib, founded the religion. God
is satisfied by the satisfaction of a female and
is angered by the anger of a female. Many narrations are from females such as the wives of
the prophet and the women that were present
during the time of the prophet,” said Qazwini.
“How
can
we
empower
women
through
the
Muslim
faith?”
Elhelou felt empowered the minute she put
on the hijab. She said, “seeing women who
speak about their experiences during lectures
in Islamic institutions empowered me. We can
encourage women to attend these lectures, get
an education, and gain a better understanding.”
“We can empower women by practicing Islam the right way and not the way
culture dictates our understanding of
male and female.” Said Noha Beydoun
“We need to teach women what their
rights are as females. When a woman
knows what is owed her, there’s no stopping her,” said Reda furthermore.
“Why is god referred
to as
he when he is supposedly genderless?”
“The very nature of the Arabian society was patriarchal and misogynistic,
when the prophet came, he cannot simply throw these rights that women had
on these men. He wanted to baby-step them
in order to make a difference. As time continued he slowly introduced laws. If Allah was
still sending prophets today, he would have no
issue sending a female prophet, since society
has reached a level where they understand the
true value of a woman, because think of what
had happened historically, there were many
male prophets sent to people and they were so
abused, imagine what they would have done to
females in that society. And imagine how they
would have reacted of god was mentioned as
a she. The prophet needed a system to bring
about a sense of growth,” was Najaf’s response.
Qazwini’s answer was, “There is no other
option, there is nothing that resembles god,
but because of our limited understanding,
god uses the pronoun ‘he’. But we do understand that Allah has no gender. It’s a figure of
speech when Allah said ‘he’ just like when
we refer to humans we sometimes say man,
or mankind, when referring to humankind.”
The program closes with the last
question, which was “what programs
are available for women in the community who are facing troubles?”
“Access and YMA are great places to seek
help,” said Sarah Elhelou, while Reda took it
further and said, “Zaman international, which
is local and global, has three social and economic programs that assists women when needed.”
The event closed with a Q&A, answering
the audience’s questions.

“We need to teach women what their rights
are as females. When a woman knows
what is owed her, there’s no stopping her.”
en regardless of whether they veil or not.”
Reda took it further by saying, “there is a
verse in the Quran that says there is no compulsion in religion, and so we are never forced
into anything you enter into something when
you believe in what you are doing. But what
do they mean by the term freedom? It’s such a
vague concept. People tell me the freedom to
say and do whatever you want. If they look at
me right now I’m saying whatever I want. I’m
expressing my freedom right now. The funniest reason that I hear is that it’s not fashionable.
I dare anyone to walk into this room and look
around and tell me that not every single one
of these veiled women is fashionable and can
stand next to one that is not veiled. There are
no two “hijabis” that look the same, because
each and every one of us has personalized it.”
Elhelou shared her personal experiences.
“I want to focus on my experiences being a
student leader at the University of Michigan –
Dearborn. When I was running for president,
I put myself down a lot. I kept telling myself
that I’m not capable of leading, and that people wouldn’t take me seriously. Then I realized there is no reason for me to have any of
these misconceptions. Once I ran, I realized
that interacting with other and explaining to
them how liberating the hijab is. The administrators feel comfortable discussing the hijab
and Islam and any misconceptions they had.
It’s really rewarding being president, not just
to advocate for student needs, but to also shed

with prayer itself, but with these regulations.”
Qazwini stated, “there is a verse in the
Quran that says men and women have an
equal opportunity to seek nearness to god.
Men and women are created from the same
soul. The female is not a part of a man. They
are both independent and equal. But they
are not the same. There are different role
and responsibilities regarding each gender.”
“Does Islam discard feminist theories?”
“Feminism is a social constructed ideology. Historically, it was white women fighting for equal rights as the white man. In Islam,
women are equal to men in social and political terms. Islam doesn’t dismiss feminism,
it just doesn’t need it. In Islam I am already
guaranteed these rights, and I can exceed
the man should I wish,” responded Beydoun
Reda further elaborated, “Gender inequality was present in America, because they chose
not to grant equality to the two sexes whereas
Islam, from thousands of years ago, fought for
it and it became a part of the language of our
religion. Islam was here to elevate the status of
a woman. The way to dismantle this misconception it is to stop using culture as an excuse
for religion. There are some restrictions that
are placed on females that are culture based,
they have nothing to do with Islam. They
might even be against Islamic teachings.”
“Does Islam ignore female companions of
the prophet?”
“The religion of Islam does not ignore fe-
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Once face of 2015 Michigan football, Miller’s
departure stings but could’ve been worse

Rebecca Gallagher/MJ

Left: Jack Miller speaks to the media during Michigan’s 2014 media day. Right: Devin Gardner awaits the snap from center Jack Miller in a Big Ten conference game played at Michigan Stadium in 2014.

The fifth-year senior
evolved into a vocal leader
when dealing with the media in the twilight of the
2014 season and rubbed
elbows with ESPN personalities during Signing-Day
specials and College GameDay once the Jim Harbaugh
era began. He was well on
his way to becoming an onfield presence for the Wolverines, anchoring a rebuilt
offensive line during a pivotal year of college football
in Ann Arbor.
The hyperboles surrounding Miller, however,
are no more. He announced
March 12 that he would

forego his fifth year of eligibility at Michigan to pursue academic and business
interests and in the process,
stunned many.
“This week I made the
difficult decision to not
return for my fifth season
at Michigan,” Miller announced on Twitter. “In
short, I have accomplished
all of my goals. I will graduate with a free education
from the best public university in the world and have
played a lot of football at
the highest possible level.
It is time to start the next
chapter of my life.”
Miller’s announcement

Michigan football spring preview:
Even without Miller, offensive line
has experience to shine in 2015

games for the Wolverines in
his career with the majority
of them at guard.
With a new head coach
leading the football program,
no position is necessarily a
lock. But if you were to place
a safe bet anywhere it would
be at left tackle. Mason Cole
started all 12 games last season at the critical position.
Cole is the first true freshman
in Michigan football history
to start a season opener on the
offensive line. Many analysts
praised Cole for his consistency and ability to not take
many penalties.
The right tackle position
is also one’s to lose. Ben
Braden started every game
last season at the position
and is primed to repeat that
feat this season. Braden has
put on nine pounds over the
off-season now totaling 331
pounds. His role could be increased heavily if Harbaugh
decides to start Shane Morris
at quarterback. Morris is a left
handed thrower which means
Braden would be the tackle
protecting Morris’ blindside.
Redshirt junior Kyle Kalis
is expected to be the starter
at right guard. That could
change, depending on what
happens with the starting center situation. Kalis has started
at right guard in 16 games for
the Wolverines including the

By RICKY LINDSAY
Sports Editor
@RLindz35

F

or the longest time,
it appeared this
year’s
Michigan
football team would belong
to Jack Miller.

By JERAMY STOVER
Staff Reporter
@JStover96

The offensive line is a pivotal position group to every
football team’s success. A
bad offensive line can wither
away any team’s hopes of
moving the ball. For Michigan, that was the case last
season. A combination of
inexperience and lack of talent kept the Wolverines from
driving down the field in
many games last year.
Under new head coach
Jim Harbaugh, the offensive
line will have to be a lot better. Harbaugh likes to use a
power run system that is dependent on the big brutes up
front creating holes for the
running backs to help move
the offense.
The Wolverines were going to return all five starters
for this season. But with recent news that starting center
Jack Miller won’t be returning to the team, Harbaugh and
offensive coordinator Tim
Drevno now have to reconfigure who will play where.

Miller was the veteran leader
of the offensive line. He’s
not a center that will wow
you with his size or strength
but is an effective center that
communicates greatly with
the rest of his linemates and
helps bring the offense together.
It might be too early to tell
who will replace Miller as the
starting center, but we might
have a clue as to who that
player will be.
“Graham Glasgow has
stepped up tremendously,”
Michigan junior running
back De’Veon Smith told
MLive.com Thursday. “And
I commend him for stepping
into that role.”
Glasgow is familiar with
the position, starting nine
games at center his sophomore year back in 2013.
But if Glasgow makes the
transition to center, that will
open up a hole at left guard
which is where he started 11
games last year. The top candidate to fill that void would
be redshirt junior Erik Magnuson, who has started 13

comes during the second
week of Harbaugh’s first
spring practices at Michigan. And although his leave
from the program deals a
significant blow to what
appeared to be a rebuilt offensive line, things could
have been worse. Timing,
in particular.
Say Miller had a change
of heart during fall camp
rather than March. Harbaugh would be scrambling
to find a replacement in an
extremely short amount of
time. The center position is
crucial in football; it’s the
offensive line’s version of
a quarterback. Have a good

one and you probably won’t
notice him. But a bad center
sticks out like a sore thumb.
The task of finding an
emergency
replacement
would probably be simple
for the even-keeled Harbaugh,
where
nothing
seems too great for him to
accomplish.
Miller’s departure is also
perplexing. After becoming the face of the program
and having the opportunity
to turn Michigan around in
his final year, it’s odd to
see Miller walk away. Your
average collegiate football
player that wasn’t NFL
bound would do anything

for a chance like that. But
Miller is far from your average football player, and
that became evident last
year in the way he would
handle himself in situations
many 20-somethings never
experience, let alone at that
age.
The decision to leave
the Michigan football program to pursue academic
and business interests is a
valiant one by Miller. It’s a
story almost unheard of in
Division-I football.
Although the loss of
Miller will sting Harbaugh
and Michigan, it could have
been worse.

Rebecca Gallagher/MJ

Michigan’s offensive linemen pose during 2014 media day at Glick Fieldhouse.
final seven games of last seafield to attack, where his
son. Kalis was injured dur- Cabello
offensive skills are utiing preseason last year which continued on page 10
lized much more.
caused him to miss time early
“We had to rely on him
towards
UM-Dearborn’s
on in the season.
based
on the personal
assist
mark.
One thing that’ll make
at
the
time,
but once we
“Honestly
I
didn’t
even
Harbaugh’s job much easier
is that many of the offensive know I was close to any re- moved him to attack, that’s
linemen are versatile. Red- cords,” he said. “My main really when he exploded,”
shirt sophomore David Daw- goal this year was to make Watts said. “If he had the
son has appeared in minimal it to playoffs and points opportunity to play attack,
maybe in his sophomore
game time during his ten- was secondary goal.”
season, his numbers would
Although
Cabello
has
ure at Michigan but has the
be even higher.”
played
for
the
Wolverines
tools to step in the lineup if
for
five
years,
79
percent
called upon. Dawson came to
Michigan as a guard but after of his assists came in the
gaining 10 pounds over the past two seasons. Watts
winter, he now has the tools credits the breakout to
Cabello’s move from midto play tackle if needed.
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First day on the job

Photo courtesy I. Cabello

Dylan Hatcher battles with a Montreat defender in UM-Dearborn’s 10-0 win on Feb. 22, 2015. Hatcher scored five goals and added an assist vs. Saginaw Valley State on Saturday.
was my first lacrosse game I about?” The very last thing I what the referee was signalhad ever attended.
wanted was to get an unprec- ing most of the time. I will,
I wasn’t sure what to ex- edented game that I wouldn’t without question, be studying a rulebook before the next
pect. Yeah, I have watched know how to report.
Thankfully, the scoring game I attend.
lacrosse on ESPN before, so
As I interviewed head
I had some idea of how the eventually picked up.
By JERAMY STOVER
game was played, but seeing
When the game was finally coach Jason Watts after the
Guest Columnist
a sport played right in front of over, I had thought I had seen game, he talked about how
@JStover96
you for the first time is quite a blowout. A 12-5 score where much better his team could
am now on my third the experience.
I come from doesn’t sound be. I know it’s early in the
sports beat in just my
I entered the Detroit Coun- close. And it didn’t look close season, but for me watchfirst year with The try Day Fieldhouse a little either; UM-Dearborn had ing the team play for the first
Michigan Journal.
nervous. I wasn’t sure where possession of the ball most of time, I thought they looked
My first one was men’s to sit, and I didn’t know what the time.
pretty good. I guess I have a
soccer which was difficult, small details to pay attention
After the game, I ap- lot of learning to do.
because the home games to. Heck, I still don’t even proached injured Wolverine
The team had its problem
were almost an hour away. know all of the rules.
Donald Roda, who is also in to work out. As they waited
My second was men’s basketI sat in the bleachers with one of my classes. I told him in the hallway for their coach,
ball which had its own unique my notebook and a copy of about the destruction his team they were debating which resspin. I didn’t get assigned the Wolverines roster ready had just put on. Apparently I taurant was better — Qdoba
to the beat until one third of to see where the game would was wrong.
or Chipotle.
the season had already been take me. I was told to be preIt was an interesting expeRoda said, “This is like a
played; it took me a while pared for a lot of scoring, but 3-1 hockey game.” He talked rience to say the least. Sort
to really feel like I knew the at the end of the first period, about a lot of bad turnovers of like a first day at a new
team.
each team had only scored his team had committed, school. I wasn’t sure what to
But this beat just might be one goal.
many of those going right expect. But I know I’m going
my toughest challenge yet.
This is when confusion and over my head since I was a to have a fun time learning a
On Saturday, I covered my angst began to set in. “What’s little unsure as to what a “bad new game.
first lacrosse game of the sea- going on?” I thought. “Where turnover” looked like.
son. The interesting part, it was the scoring I was told
I also didn’t understand

I

Michigan football spring preview:
Darboh and the deep receiving corps
By GEOFF MEHL
Staff Reporter
@GeoffMehl

If there is one position that
Michigan fans should have
their eye on, aside from quarterback, when entering spring
football, it’s the wide receivers.
If Jim Harbaugh’s predecessor Brady Hoke did one
thing right, it was recruiting
receivers with loads of talent.
Harbaugh will have his pick
of the litter when choosing
who will be his playmakers
on the outside for the Wolverines.
The first tier of receivers with a chance of gaining
a starting role are returning
starter, redshirt junior Amara
Darboh and redshirt freshman
Drake Harris. Darboh appeared in 11 games in 2014,
starting seven and catching
36 balls for 473-yards and

two touchdowns next to NFLbound Devin Funchess.
Harris is a 6-foot-4,
174-pound deep threat with
exceptional
hands
who
missed the 2014 season with
a nagging hamstring injury.
He holds the record for most
receiving yards in a Michigan high school football state
championship game when he
had 243-yards as a junior for
Grand Rapids Christian in
2012. Harris will likely push
for a starting role as the offseason continues.
The second tier of receivers have some familiar names
and some new ones. Returning is redshirt junior Jehu
Chesson.
Chesson was third on the
team in receiving in 2014
with 29 catches for 375-yards
and a touchdown. He will
look to fight off the emerging

freshman for substantial playing time.
Along with Chesson in the
second tier are redshirt freshman Maurice Ways and sophomore Freddy Canteen. The
6-foot-4 Ways has the size
and speed to play a big role in
an offense that will push the
ball down the field with playaction.
Canteen made two starts
in 2014 but caught only five
passes and scored a touchdown. He flashed his athleticism and is in the hunt for a
contributing role.
The third tier of receivers
will most likely be role players, special teamers and depth
for the Wolverines. Guys like
Da’Mario Jones, Bo Dever,
Jack Wangler, Jaron Dukes
and Brad Anlauf will see limited action in the spring, but
there is an outside chance that
one of these players could
make an impact if they continue to develop.
Dever saw some action
in 2014 and will serve as a

Rebecca Gallagher/MJ

Top right: Devin Funchess celebrates a touchdown vs. Penn State in 2014. Above: Devin Funchess takes the
field prior to Michigan’s game vs. Indiana in 2014.

steady option for the young
quarterbacks in the offseason.
A receiver that is missing
from the tiers is senior Dennis Norfleet. He is the kind
of player who doesn’t fit in
a single role. The diversely
talented receiver will see action on special teams as a kick
returner, time in the backfield

as a third down back and can
moonlight as a slot receiver when the formations are
spread out.
He isn’t your ordinary receiver, and for that, he doesn’t
belong with the rest. He may
be one of the more interesting
players to watch early on as
his role in the offense will be

more clearly defined.
Another receiver that is
missing from the list is early
enrollee freshman receiver
Brain Cole. He is a four-star
recruit that was brought in as

Wide Receivers
continued reading at
Michiganjournal.org/sports
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Trumped Cards

Photo courtesy of I. Cabello

Senior captain Alex Fitzgerald makes a cut during UM-Dearborn’s game vs. Montreat on Feb. 22, 2015. The Wolverines won, 10-0.

Lacrosse handles SVSU
in home opener
By JERAMY STOVER
Staff Reporter
@JStover96

A

fter playing their
first two games of
the season in North
Carolina, the University of
Michigan-Dearborn lacrosse
team finally got a chance to
showcase their talent in front
of the home crowd. And they
did not disappoint.
The Wolverines defeated
Saginaw Valley State 12-5
in Saturday’s contest played
at the Detroit Country Day
Fieldhouse.
Senior Dylan Hatcher led
the way for the Wolverines,
scoring five goals and adding
one assist. It was Hatcher’s
second goal that was recognized after the game. It
marked his 100th point of his
career.
According to coach Jason
Watts, Hatcher is on pace to
break the all-time points record in the program’s history.
His 104 career points rank
second behind Chris Cascadden’s 122 points totaled from
2005-2008.
“Hatcher
dominated,”
Watts said simply.
Hatcher got the opening
goal of the game scoring near
the right side of the net after
receiving a nice pass from Ruben Cabello. The Cardinals

would tie the game in the final minute of the first period
mostly dominated by the Wolverines.
The start of the second period would appear more even.
Both teams would score near
the halfway point with UMDearborn’s goal coming off
the stick of freshman Mitchell
Stapleton. Stapleton would
score later in the second period after his team added two
more goals being scored by
Hatcher and Alex Fitzgerald.
Saginaw Valley would regain its composure at halftime
and score the first two goals
of the third period cutting the
deficit to just one. But with 49
seconds left in the period, Joel
Martin would rip one past the
Cardinals’ net minder to give
the Wolverines a 6-4 lead going into the final period.
This is when the floodgates
would officially open.
UM-Dearborn scored three
goals in a 1:52 span that was
capped off by Cabello getting
his first goal of the game on a
wraparound opportunity.
Hatcher and Fitzgerald
combined for the final three
tallies that were separated by
just 1:02.
Saginaw Valley would end
up scoring the final goal of the
game as the final buzzer was
about to sound to make it 12-

5.

“Saginaw brought their
game today. (In the) second
half, we started to open it up
a little bit, guys started to stick
with the fundamentals a little
bit, moving their feet, sticking to our offensive sets and
the goals started falling at that
point,” Watts said. “The win is
always great, (we’d) still like
to see us perfect our game. We
still have a few areas to improve on but it’s a good stepping stone.”
The Wolverines were
nearly perfect in the face-off
circle. Fitzgerald won 11 of
the 15 face-offs he took, while
Andrew Dixon won five of the
six face-offs he attempted.
Cabello recorded one goal
and three assists during the
contest. He now is the all-time
leader in assists in program
history. Hatcher is now tied
with Cascadden for number
one on the all-time goal’s list
with 90 goals.
While a couple records had
to be changed after the game,
Watts still feels there’s a lot of
work left to be done especially
in the mental side of the game.
“There was a couple times
we called a certain set and
one person, if they are on the
wrong page, it doesn’t work.
That happened a couple times,
we tried running the set three
or four times and 75 percent of
the time we didn’t run it correctly,” Watts said. “We got to
fix that, whether it be through
more repetition in practice,
but we’re improving game by
game but we still have to work
to perfect those issues.”

Top performers vs. SVSU
Dylan Hatcher

Ruben Cabello

Alex Fitzgerald

Five goals, one assist

One goal, three assists

Three goals, one assist

Photo courtesy of I. Cabello

Fifth-year senior Ruben Cabello makes a move in UM-Dearborn’s 2015 season opener vs. UNC-Charlotte.

Cabello sets lacrosse
career assist mark

By RICKY LINDSAY
Sports Editor
@RLindz35

neering school mixing in with work, it was
hard to be able to get the work I needed in,”
Cabello said. “But I always tried to find more
time to practice because I wanted to make it
worth my time. And I really enjoyed playing
— it relieves stress.”
Head coach Jason Watts, a former player
for UM-Dearborn, pointed towards Cabello’s
work ethic when asked about the record.
“I think it’s huge. I think it’s a testament to
the hard work he puts in,” Watts said. “He’s
probably one of the hardest working players
we’ve ever had.”
Former UM-Dearborn star Kevin LaHaie
(2010-2014) previously held the career assist
mark with 36 career assists. Cabello was tied
with LaHaie, the player that peaked his interest in the sport, entering the Wolverines’ second game of the 2015 season.
Cabello said he wasn’t aware of his chase

When Ruben Cabello joined the University
of Michigan-Dearborn lacrosse team in 2011,
he had no prior experience in the sport. Five
seasons later, his name is cemented in program history.
Cabello became UM-Dearborn’s all-time
leader in career assists in the Wolverines’ 10-0
win over Montreat College on Feb. 22. He’s
totaled eight assists this season and has 42 career assists in 38 career games.
“It feels pretty awesome,” Cabello said of
his honor. “Having never played lacrosse till
college and working hard, it feels great to be a
part of Michigan history.”
A two-time captain for UM-Dearborn, Cabello didn’t play lacrosse until his sophomore
year of college. Achieving the Wolverines’
career mark in assists while facing the odds Cabello
makes it that much sweeter.
continued on page 10
“It was difficult to find time. With engi-

